
The Customer

Formed in 1862, Bishop Grosseteste University College Lincoln is one of the East Midlands’ traditional 

colleges of higher education inspiring student excellence from its 2,000 attending students. A 

dedicated team of 300 staff, mainly located at the Lincoln campus, closely supports the student 

population.

 

Bishop Grosseteste University’s challenge

With email the primary means of communication between staff and students, mailbox management 

was a cumbersome burden for the University College. Email boxes bulging with irreplaceable 

coursework, PowerPoint presentations and image-heavy files became increasingly unmanageable for 

their IT support team.

 

With staff happily saving every single email and attachment, the Windows 2003 Exchange servers 

were being rapidly filled with email. Since backup occurred with data being transferred to tape each 

night, email retrieval was problematic. It required sifting through manual tape backups, and often 

such retrievals were aborted because they were so labour intensive.

 

Richard Corn is the IT Services Manager at the University College and is responsible for the ongoing 

maintenance of the 300 staff mailboxes. Four years ago, Richard analysed their email traffic and took 

some important decisions to improve the email system’s reliability, use and robustness.

“Email is undoubtedly the lifeblood of the university. It is the route that lecturers and support staff 

choose to communicate, swap research, notes and data intensive PowerPoint presentations to 

students. It is also the primary communication method in which to extend the coursework for remote 

virtual learners. On average traffic days, this breaks down to around 15,000 emails across 300 mailboxes.”

 

Following Richard’s analysis, the University College came to the conclusion that it needed to 

implement an archiving solution to reduce the mailbox store; provide accurate retrieval; and facilitate 

easy migration.

Their trusted advisor, Cristie Data Solutions, created a tender document for three email management 

companies and after thorough evaluation, Bishop Grosseteste selected ArchiveOne.

 

ArchiveOne reduces mailbox store and solves email retrieval problems

Summary:

• Education, East Midlands, UK.  

2,000 students / 300 staff.

Challenges:

• Cumbersome mailbox management

• Reduce the mailbox store

• Provide accurate retrieval

• Facilitate easy migration

Solutions:

• Barracuda ArchiveOne

Results:

• 65% space saved in mailbox store

• Simpler Exchange upgrade, 

upgrade time reduced by 50%

• Increased performance

• Reduced backup and restore times

• Email retrieval simple and quick

About Barracuda ArchiveOne
ArchiveOne gives you ownership and control over all your data.  Emails and files are safely 

archived making it easy to comply with email retention policies and easy to find information 

no matter where it resides.  Built on a simple and flexible design, ArchiveOne gives your 

organization ownership and control and offers a single solution for regulatory compliance, 

data retention and eDiscovery.
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The Solution

ArchiveOne has the ability to run multiple archiving policies to suit the individual needs of an 

organization. It is not a “one size fits all” solution. University College selected just two styles of archive 

policy; the first was run weekly and took any user email delivered more than 2 months earlier and 

archived it, the second was run daily and took all email in the compliance Journal mailbox and 

archived it for long term retention.

 

Repositories are established in calendar quarters for ease of management; with each averaging 

around 12GB of data.

 

Following ArchiveOne’s installation, user remain unaware of the massive back-office changes.  Most 

assume that the emails actually reside in their mailboxes as presentation of the message remains the 

same within Outlook, yet they are stored elsewhere.

The Result

Following upgrade from Exchange 2003, the Exchange 2007 configuration is comprised of three 

virtualized servers. For disaster recovery and failover, the servers are separated and housed across two 

campus sites. The 300 mailboxes are backed up to tape three times a week; with the backup window 

spanning across six hours.

 

The upgrade to Exchange 2007 was greatly simplified as more than 50% of the email content was 

no longer on the server, resulting in equivalent reduction in the upgrade time. As a result of the 

automated archiving, over 65% of space was saved. Exchange is now performing more effectively 

having reduced the volume of data being held.

 

As ArchiveOne operates without a cumbersome indexing database, unlike competitive solutions, 

performance is increased, while manageability and scalability is assured. In terms of email retrieval, 

gone are the days of intensive searching through back-up tapes. 

 

ArchiveOne was put to the test with a mailbox being deleted after 6 months of an employee 

leaving the University College. As a full copy of the employee’s emails still existed in the Compliance 

Repository, a complete restore happened within minutes of identifying the date and the ‘to/from’ field 

on the correspondence in question.

 

Richard remains as impressed by the support and technical knowledge as he did on day one; with 

ArchiveOne upgrades easily implemented using the UK based technical engineers when required. He 

summarises his experience of ArchiveOne: “It’s a very easy to use, stable, effective system that remains 

invisible and has minimal end user impact.”

We may have been ahead of the curve implementing an effective 
email system over four years ago, but the same rationale would 
still apply today.   Prior to implementation, we allowed unlimited 
mailbox size for staff, hence we were constantly storing emails 
and their massive attachments without any quality management 
– we just simply didn’t have the capacity or the bandwidth to 
continue to manage such a burgeoning system.

Richard Corn

IT Services Manager

Barracuda ArchiveOne Fast Facts

•  Integrates archiving, compliance 

policies, search and discovery 

in a single platform

• Single search across live and 

archived data for files and email

• Intuitive management console 

allows data to be managed 

by its business value

• Scales to tens of thousands 

of mailboxes across multiple 

Exchange servers

• Performance is improved and 

data backup time shortened

• No change to the end user experience
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About Barracuda Networks, Ltd.

Protecting users, applications, and data 

for more than 150,000 organisations 

worldwide, Barracuda Networks 

has developed a global reputation 

as the go-to leader for powerful, 

easy-to-use, affordable IT solutions. 

The company’s proven customer-

centric business model focuses on 

delivering high-value, subscription-

based IT solutions for security and 

storage. For additional information, 

please visit www.barracuda.com or 

follow us on Twitter@barracuda.
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For the future, as the University looks to rollout Microsoft Exchange 2010, the Team are assured 

with ArchiveOne running seamlessly behind the scenes, the effort involved in the upgrade will be 

significantly reduced.on-hold messages. Search, retention and deletion policies are all pre-set to 

manage data to fulfill eDiscovery requests. 


